BRAF mutant colorectal cancer: prognosis, treatment, and new perspectives.
The MAPK cascade plays a crucial role in tumor cell proliferation and survival. Accumulating evidence suggests that mutations in the BRAF oncogene are not only associated with poor prognosis but also linked with less benefit when treated with anti-epidermal growth factor receptor antibodies in metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). Targeting this molecular aberration has thus become a matter of particular interest in mCRC drug development. In contrast to other malignances such as BRAF mutant melanoma, efficacy observed with BRAF inhibitors in monotherapy in mCRC is poor. Several mechanisms of resistance have been identified leading to the development of different treatment strategies that have shown promising activity in early clinical trials. Hence, rational combination of targeted therapies is expected to further increase the efficacy of selective BRAF inhibitors. Herein, we discuss the main clinical and molecular characteristics of BRAF mutant colorectal cancer and its translation into the clinic, with a focus on developmental therapeutics and combination strategies. In addition, we contextualize the available data with potential future approaches that include the extended access to next-generation sequencing platforms and gene expression strategies for molecular subtyping. These approaches will facilitate the identification of certain patient profiles providing more therapeutic possibilities.